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        Long before they reached the Gibralter Dam, it was obvious to Saul 
  and Eli, that something was very wrong. They had turned again to the west 
  and had skirted the Balearic Mountains, which had once been islands in the 
  midst of the Mediterranean Sea. They were quickly becoming so again. Eli 
  needed no bidding to bring the shuttle low over the waters. A swiftly flowing 
  current was sweeping past the new islands and the reclaimed land to north 
  and south, was being washed away in a fierce, scouring torrent. It got worse 
  as they moved to the west. Saul had urged a swift transit. The greater priority 
  was to inspect what was happening at the massive construction which had 
  taken   so   many   centuries   of   toil   and   which   was   the   main   plank   of   the 
  reclamation of the bed of the ancient sea.
        It was when they came within sight of the actual wall, which had been 
  raised across the ancient straits between Europe and Africa, to hold back the 
  relentless   pounding   of   the   Atlantic   beyond,   that   the   full   enormity   of   the 
  disaster struck home. Eli breathed.
        "By all that is holy, will you look at that!"
        "I   think   it   would   be   better   said   -   by   all   that   is   unholy!   The   wall   is 
  breached!"
        Eli   lifted   the   shuttle   to   a   higher   altitude.   There   was   something 
  menacing about approaching the barrier from below its crest and into the face 
  of a white spume of water which gushed through a wide crack in the centre of 
  the upper third of the structure. Saul was muttering a fierce commentary to 
  himself.
        "The major part is still intact - and still holding back the ocean. There is 
  no way of telling immediately, the damage which might have been caused to 
  the foundations. The whole structure could be unstable. A fierce storm from 
  the   ocean   could   result   in   a   total   collapse.   It   would   appear   that   they 
  experienced an earthquake here - probably one of the resonances from the 
  meteorite hit - "
        Eli   had   raised   the   shuttle   to   cross   above   the   dam.  The   ocean   was 
  pouring through a gap of about two hundred meters, it was impossible to see 
  how deep the gash was below the surface of the water. It looked as if the wall 
  had split and the upper vee portion had either fallen or had been dislodged 
  by the pressure of the Atlantic. He banked the shuttle - there were teams of 
  men working to each side of the gap. He couldn't be sure what they were 
  trying to do. Saul offered a suggestion.
        "They are trying to fill the gap - a hopeless task, I am afraid. It would 
  be like trying to pour handfuls of sand into a waterfall with the hope that it 
  would accumulate enough to stop the flow of water."
        Eli muttered grimly.
        "At least, they are trying to do something!"
        "That cannot be denied - my point is that it is a futile effort!"
        Eli accelerated the shuttle out over the ocean. To the west, ferocious 
  looking  black clouds were building.  The  men on the  dam wall  raised  their 
  heads to stare  up at them as they passed. Then  they bent down again  to 



  whatever they were trying to accomplish. Eli felt his frustration rising.
          "Don't they realise that they will be killed if that storm out there, comes 
  this way and hits the wall? They won't have a chance to get back to the safety 
  of the land, if the dam starts to collapse under them."
        "I'm quite certain they are aware of the danger. Someone would have 
  evaluated the risks."  
        "So - what now? I presume that  you  haven't  got in  mind to  put the 
  shuttle down and ask after their health?"
        "Not over the Atlantic Ocean in any case - but perhaps, on the Iberian 
  shore - and our enquiry will be, as to where can we find Joshua Aristides."
        Eli was flying along the length of the dam. The only obvious damage 
  was the one location in the centre. The roadway across the top was packed 
  with vehicles moving to and from the actual site of the rupture. Someone was 
  organising the movement of vast quantities of fill from each side of the straits. 
  Saul shook his head.
          "Surely, this is the product of desperation. Don't they realise that the 
  circumstances   have   vastly   changed   since   the   dam   was   first   built?   The 
  Mediterranean has been pumped out! When they first built the dam, the water 
  level was equal on both sides, then, they had only the oceanic currents with 
  which to contend and they built barriers to deflect them and gradually closed 
  the  gap.   Now,  there   is   a  torrent   sweeping   through  the  damaged   section   - 
  there is not the remotest possibility of plugging it by this method!"
        "What method then!?"
          Saul shook his head.
        "The solution escapes me - perhaps there isn't one!"
          "Then, it would see that they are doing the best they can - futile  or 
  otherwise. At least, they will be able to say that they tried."
        "That only applies if they survive the onset of an oceanic storm and 
  are able to say anything!"
        They had reached the Iberian end of the dam wall. There was a hastily 
  constructed camp straggled untidily on the slopes below the great Rock. Eli 
  surveyed the site carefully. Someone had had the elementary common sense 
  to construct the medley of wooden buildings above the level of the ocean. It 
  appeared to be deserted. Eli urged caution.
        "We   will   take   a   risk   if   we   land   -   we   could   meet  some  very   hostile 
  people."
        "I very much doubt it. We will more than likely meet tired and dispirited 
  people, who know they are faced with an impossible task."
        "Be it on your own head, Saul!"
          "And on your, dear brother!"
        Eli coaxed the shuttle down on an open space to one side of the camp. 
  It had the appearance of being used for aerial operations. His descent and 
  landing attracted surprisingly little interest. After a while, one man wandered 
  out of a doorway in a small, temporary building to one side of the clearing. He 
  eyed   them   with   little   curiosity.   Saul   descended   to   the   soft   ground.   Eli 
  remained at the controls.
          "Greetings, I am Saul Benjamin from Jerusalem."
        The man's eyes widened a little and then narrowed to slits.
          "Greetings - Paul Vitas - from Cordoba - you're a long way from home."



        "We have a message for Joshua Aristides, can you tell me where he 
  is?"
        The man scratched his chin.
        "That depends - "
        "On what?"
        "It depends on the message - and it depends who sent you to look for 
  him."
        "The  message is for Joshua - and for him only - and the  sender is 
  Michael ben Levi!"
        A   few   more   men   had   emerged   from   the   building.   They   stood   in   a 
  casual semicircle around the shuttle. They were armed with short swords. 
        "What if I was to tell you that he isn't here?"
          "Then, we will go on our way and find someone who does know where 
  he is!"
        "I didn't say I didn't know where he was, friend."
          Saul drew in his breath.
          "And   I   haven't   got   time   to   waste   playing   games   -   friend!   I   will 
  remember your name when I finally meet your Administrator!"
        Vitas fingered the stubble on his chin.
        "Have it your way - try his headquarters - if you know where that is?" 
        "No doubt, it is where Leah Steinbecker paid him a visit some years 
  ago. I understand there was some talk of marriage between them, but it never 
  came to anything. She described it to me, it is situated in a beautiful valley in 
  the Sierra Nevada."
          Paul Vitas drew himself upright and grinned.
        "No offence, Saul Benjamin. We  have to be careful.  The Scandians 
  came very close to wiping us out before the hail of fire - then it was their turn! 
  We still keep our eyes open, there might still be some groups roaming about - 
  and they would like to get their hands on Joshua."
          Saul nodded.
        "I understand your caution - you must remember that we took a risk 
  landing here as well - after all, you might be Scandians yourselves!"
        The grin widened.
        "I doubt if you'll find Scandians interested in trying to plug the hole in 
  the dam - they'd more than likely make it bigger!"
        "We'll leave you to it, Paul Vitas - and good luck, I think you'll need it! 
  If you'll take my advice, I'd get your men off the wall, by the look of it, there's 
  a   huge   storm   brewing   in   the   west   -   and   I   think   you   might   lose   the   dam 
  altogether, when it hits!" 
        Vitas nodded slowly and his grin faded. He gestured to the listening 
  men, who dispersed into the building. Saul backed into the shuttle and closed 
  the door. Eli was sitting at the controls. He said nothing and lifted the ship off 
  carefully. He turned to Saul.
          "You took one hell of a risk!"
        "I simply asked a serious of polite questions."
        "I was ready to haul you back in the ship at the drop of a hat."
        "It's nice to know that you  take such good care of an old man, little 
  brother."
        "Cut the wisecracks! I'm fast learning what is meant by the phrase that 



  there's no fool like an old fool!"
        "I'm so glad you continue to improve your education."
        "So, did you get some answers to your polite questions?"
        "Of course!  Our brother Vitas told me that the Administrator is to be 
  found at his headquarters in the Sierra Nevada."
          "Which could be a trap!"
          "Might I suggest, that despite your valiant efforts, if they had wanted to 
  entrap us, they would have had the perfect opportunity to do so whilst I was 
  talking to them."   
        "Have it your way!"
        "I always do - now, set course to the east and let us see if we can find 
  the fabled structure built by Spiros Aristides!"
        They had been hovering above the temporary camp. There were signs 
  of activity on the ground, with teams leaving in the direction of the road along 
  the top of the dam wall. Saul hoped they were taking his advice seriously and 
  that   they   were   on   their   way   to   evacuate   the   repair   crews.   The   sky   was 
  ominously   black   over   the   ocean.   The   storm  front   had   undoubtedly   moved 
  closer, in the short time he had spent talking to Paul Vitas. He had the bitter 
  certainty   that   Eli   and   himself   would   arrive   at   the   headquarters   of   Joshua 
  Aristides at a critical point in human history. He had no doubt that the dam 
  would finally give way with the onslaught of the gathering storm - and that the 
  effects would be as cataclysmic as those which must have accompanied the 
  fabled separation of Europe from Africa, in the time of Hercules.
        They were  making  their  way swiftly  to  the  east.  The  Sierra  Nevada 
  Ranges   loomed   as   a   black   smudge   against   the   eastern   sky.   Eli   was 
  consulting the memory of maps and charts contained in the ship's computer. 
  Saul broke the silence.
          "You know, Eli. It is only when we're on a ship like the shuttle, that we 
  can pretend  that everything  is as it always  has been  in  the  past - that is, 
  during our lifetime. Here, we have all the facilities man has built up during the 
  Kingdom   of   Peace.   We   have   computers   and   these   are   supplied   by   the 
  electricity generated in our fuel packs. We have comfort and we can maintain 
  the  pretence  of normality.  In  the  camps, such  as we have  just left,  reality 
  reigns. We are faced with increasing toil and dirt and a degradation down into 
  the harsh existence of our ancestors. It will not be long before we lose the 
  power in the packs - they are not of infinite capacity. Soon, we will be unable 
  to use shuttles and suborbitors and we will be much more reliant on oil lamps 
  for lighting and wood fires for heat."
        "I suppose there is a point to this morality story?"
        "I suppose there is - perhaps it is: - make the most of it whilst it lasts 
  and don't complain when it ends!"
        Eli   nosed   the   shuttle   into   a   long   valley   running   deep   between   the 
  crests of the ranges. There was still  enough light to see that, for the most 
  part, the terrain below had been untouched by the passing hail of fire. There 
  was   evidence   of   land   slips,   where   the   mountain   sides   showed   fresh,   raw 
  gashes on their flanks. Saul pointed.
        "The   earth   tremor   must   have   been   very   severe.   It   isn't   to   be 
  unexpected. This area is very close to the union between the African and the 
  European tectonic plates. The Alps are the evidence of it, and the extension 



  through into the Pyrenees and beyond."
        Quite  suddenly,  they  found   themselves   over  the   sprawling   structure 
  which was unmistakably the ancestral home of Joshua Aristides. It was also 
    unmistakable that it had suffered extensive damage in the tremor. Saul shook 
  his head in disbelief.
          "Tragic!   Quite   tragic!   It   was  one   of   the   wonders   of   the   Kingdom  of 
  Peace - now look at what it has become."
          "Perhaps it was too wonderful  and it was seen fit to remind us that 
  nothing man constructs will last!"
          Saul glanced at his brother sharply.
          "You are showing unexpected resources of philosophical thought, little 
  brother."
        "I'm not just a pretty face, you know!"
        They were coming in to a landing and Saul was spared the necessity 
  of finding an answer. They came to rest on a level piece of ground close to  
  several grounded shuttles. A small squad of men emerged from one of the 
  flanking buildings and trotted to surround their ship. Eli turned to Saul.
        "At least, they seem to have a better understanding of security than 
  their fellow citizens along the coast."
        "I   suppose   their   state   of   preparedness   would   appeal   to   the   military 
  mind!"
        "Be glad we have one military mind on board!  If we were to rely on 
  you, we would be probably be dead by now!"
          "Perhaps we had better go and present ourselves."
          Saul opened the outer door before Eli could stop him, he heard his 
  brother's hiss of indignation at his impetuosity. He ignored it and stepped out 
  into the weak, evening sunshine. He smiled at the young officer who stepped 
  forward with his hand on the hilt of his undrawn sword.
          "Greetings   -   Saul   Benjamin   from   Jerusalem   -   together   with   Eli 
  Benjamin - an officer in the Jerusalem Defence Militia. We bring greetings to 
  Joshua Aristides from Michael ben Levi - and Leah."
        The officer's hand dropped from the hilt of his sword.
          "You   are   welcome   -   Joshua   Aristides   is   not   here   at   the   moment. 
  Perhaps we can offer you quarters for the night - and food?"
          "You  are  most kind  and your  offer  is  gladly accepted.  Eli!  Eli!  Stop 
  sulking inside the shuttle and come out to meet your fellow officers!"
        Eli appeared after a moment, his face was carefully composed, but it 
  was obvious that he was inwardly seething at the treatment at the hands of 
  his brother. The welcoming officer stiffened and snapped a salute.
          "Captain Jose Ramirez, at your service, Captain Benjamin."
        Eli returned the salute.
          "You must excuse my brother, Saul - he thinks a shuttle simply closes 
  itself down and snaps to attention when its needed!"
          There were a few suppressed grins and the ice thawed noticeably.
        "If  you  will  follow us please  -  I hope  you  have  sealed  your  shuttle, 
  Captain Benjamin - a precaution, you understand, there are still  Scandians 
  roaming around in small groups. So far, they appear to be too cowed by the 
    earthquake and the fire storm, to try any tricks, but it pays to be careful."
          Ramirez led the way towards the building from which they had earlier 



  emerged. Eli  was still  armed with  his  short  sword  and  there  had  been  no 
  suggestion that it should be surrendered. Saul was of the private opinion that 
  it wouldn't be of much use if the half dozen strong squad was to take it into 
  their heads to arrest them. They were led into a central room. Other members 
  of the guard came to attention at their entry. Ramirez gestured for them to 
  relax.
          "These brothers are from Jerusalem and they will be our guests until 
  brother Joshua returns."
          Saul asked casually.
        "Can we expect him soon?"
        "Quite soon, I think. He's on a tour of inspection."
        The visitors were gestured to benches and the rest of the troops sat 
  with them around a long table. Food was provided and gradually, the curiosity 
  of one fighting man about another overcame any restraint. Eli found himself 
  providing answers to questions about Armageddon. He had their undivided 
  attention   -   without   any   doubt,   they   had   been   starved   of   all   information. 
  Ramirez explained. 
        "The loss of communications is total. One of our scientists tells us that 
  the 'E' layer, which bounces radio communications, has been totally disrupted 
  by the passing of the comet - the result is, that we have heard nothing about 
  your battle  - and I suppose you've heard nothing about us. We  only could 
  guess that Armageddon had happened - the comet and the fire storm made 
  Joshua certain - but it's been very frustrating not knowing the extent of the 
  disruption - and then, we've had to contend with the failure of the dam."
          Saul interjected.
          "You must have suffered a very severe earth tremor."
          Ramirez nodded.
        "The whole world seemed to heave before our eyes. Those at the dam 
  site told us that the wall seemed to shudder like the wriggling of a snake - 
  and then it split in the centre."
        "I'm amazed that it didn't completely fail."
        "So   are   most   of   us!   Joshua   organised   the   evacuation   of   all   the 
  reclaimed   farmlands   in   our   Administration,   especially   those   closest   to   the 
  wall. We didn't have the facilities to go further afield. The power packs on our 
  shuttles are fast becoming depleted. We've had to devote what is left to the 
  task of trying to plug the dam wall."
          Saul looked at some of the cracks in the barrack walls.
        "I see that you didn't escape damage here."
          "Most of the more solid structures are still standing - the flimsier ones 
  fell.   I'm  afraid   that   the   whole   estate   is   in   a   state   of   neglect.   We've   been 
  fighting the Scandians with every man we could muster."
        A horn sounded from the outside. Ramirez and his reception squad got 
  to their feet and tumbled out of the room. The rest of the guard were suddenly 
  tense. One said casually.
        "It could be Joshua - "
        Eli glanced at Saul. The look was eloquent with an unspoken question. 
  If it wasn't Joshua, then who could they be expecting which would cause such 
  a rise in the general level of tension?
        After a few minutes, Ramirez reappeared in the doorway,  minus his 



  squad.
          "Joshua has returned - he has asked that you  should be brought to 
  him."
          Ramirez led them across the open land, which had once been a park, 
  towards the main structure. The squad he had commanded, was nowhere to 
  be seen. Eli felt a gathering apprehension, he fingered the hilt of his sword 
  and couldn't understand why the hairs on his neck were bristling. There was 
  no doubt that the complex was on a war footing, but it lacked the men and 
  resources   which   that   implied.   It   was   almost   as   if   they   were   expecting   an 
  attack, but that the defence was no more than an elaborate bluff.
        They were led through a dark tunnel, which pierced the building from 
  one side to the other and then across a darkened, open space towards a 
  dimly lit corner of another huge structure. It was too dark to see the status of 
  the   building,   whether   it   had   been   severely   damaged   by   the   tremors,   or 
  whether   it   was   intact.   Ramirez   led   them   through   a   side   door,   which   was 
  guarded by a solitary trooper with a drawn sword. Beyond the door was a 
  short   passage,   which   opened   into   a   room  lit   by  the   flickering   flames  of   a 
  dozen  oil  lamps. A solitary man sat behind  a table, which  was covered  in 
  communiqués.   He   rose   awkwardly   as   they   entered   and   waited   until   they 
  approached the table.
          "Greetings - brothers from Jerusalem. You  are most welcome to the 
  comforts which still remain. I hope you will excuse me not moving forward to 
  greet you - I have certain limitations!"
        It was only then, that they noticed that he was without his left leg. It 
  had been taken off at the knee. Saul's eyes widened in shock. He looked into 
  the Administrator's face and found that he was assessing him steadily. There 
  was no doubt that this was Joshua Aristides - but a very changed version to 
  that   elegant,   sophisticated   individual   who   had   graced   the   councils   of   the 
  Administrators   in   Jerusalem.   This   man   was   grey   faced   and   even   in   the 
  flickering, imperfect light, it was lined with stress and hopelessness. His hair 
  was also  grey - almost silver.  He had  aged from the  comparatively  young 
  looking   man  of   some  six  hundred   and   forty   years,   to   one   who   was   much 
  older. Saul couldn't stop the unbidden thought: How fortunate that Leah had 
  not united with this man. If she had been seeking a father figure, she would 
  have found one!

 


